2014 mercedes-benz e-class e350

The Mercedes-Benz E-Class epitomizes the modern midsize luxury car with its elegant
furnishings, exacting workmanship and huge selection of engines and features. If you're
shopping in this class, it's not to be missed. Although the Mercedes-Benz E-Class has received
only a midcycle refresh, the list of updates is dizzying. Compared to last year's model, the
E-Class is a lot sleeker and a little safer, while two of its specialty variants -- the diesel E Bluetec
formerly the E Bluetec and the E63 AMG -- have undergone major mechanical surgery. The
current-generation Mercedes-Benz E-Class has been one of our favorites since it debuted back
in This car impresses us time and again with its trifecta of refinement, performance and
cutting-edge technology. But the version's improvements are quite compelling, starting with
that sleek new shape, which ditches the previous E's blocky front end in favor of a streamlined
flow from nose to tail. The sedan and wagon have also lost their prominent rear fender flares,
leaving the coupe and convertible to carry this torch. The evolution continues under the skin,
particularly in the turbodiesel E Bluetec, which swaps in a four-cylinder engine for the outgoing
E Bluetec's V6. Fuel economy gains are substantial, yet the smaller diesel's robust pound-feet
of torque ensures that there's still adequate get-up-and-go. Most other E-Class models are
mechanically unchanged apart from a new electric power steering system, which actually
doesn't feel much different from the previous steering system. However, the outrageous E63
AMG gets a bump in horsepower now rated on the base version , standard all-wheel drive,
electronically adjustable shock absorbers with rear air springs, and an optional S package that
increases output to a more tolerable hp. Throw in a slew of new safety technologies borrowed
from the latest S-Class, including an available advanced lane-keeping system that involves an
object-sensing stereoscopic camera, and you've got a recipe for one of Mercedes' best
all-around automobiles yet. Of course, there are plenty of good cars in the midsize luxury class,
most notably the Audi A6 , BMW 5 Series and Lexus GS , though none of them can match the
sheer variety of body styles and engines in the E-Class lineup. If you're looking for the best
all-around luxury sedan or wagon, coupe or convertible , the Mercedes-Benz E-Class is a good
place to start your search. The Mercedes-Benz E-Class is available as a midsize sedan, coupe,
convertible Cabriolet or wagon. Each body style offers various trim levels: turbodiesel E Bluetec
sedan only , V6-powered E all body styles , gas-electric E Hybrid sedan only , V8-powered E all
except the wagon and V8-powered E63 AMG sedan and wagon only. A simplified options
structure splits the E and E four-doors into two basic types: Luxury and Sport. Luxury models
come with inch alloy wheels and a traditional grille with a separate hood ornament, while Sport
models switch to inch wheels, a two-bar grille with an integrated three-pointed star, and a
sport-tuned suspension. Inside, the Sport boasts subtle white-faced gauges and a three-spoke
steering wheel in place of the Luxury's four-spoke design. As an option, you can get the
three-spoke wheel with a flat bottom, which comes packaged with inch AMG alloys. The E
wagon also includes a power liftgate, a rearview camera and a rear-facing third-row seat. The E
Hybrid is essentially a Sport model by default though its wheels are inchers , as is the E sedan,
which gets the flat-bottomed, three-spoke steering wheel and inch AMG wheels as standard.
The E sedan also features leather upholstery optional on lesser four-door models. The E-Class
coupe and convertible come standard with most of the sedan's Sport accoutrements, including
inch alloys, and they add heated leather sport seats to the mix. The E coupes and convertibles
also have an adaptive suspension to go with their standard inch AMG wheels. All convertibles
receive a power-folding soft top, a rear center pass-through and a pop-up air deflector. A few
packages are optional on the E, E, E and E models. The Premium 1 package adds a rearview
camera standard on the wagon , COMAND with navigation and digital music storage, satellite
radio, a speaker Harman Kardon surround-sound audio system and a power rear window
sunshade except on the convertible, which gets the AirScarf neck-warming system instead , as
well as active ventilated front seats for the E sedan and heated front seats for the other sedans.
The Lighting package contributes adaptive LED headlights and automatic high-beam control,
while the Parking Assist package adds a surround-view camera system with front and rear
parking sensors along with an automated parallel-parking system. Finally, the Keyless Go
package tacks on keyless entry and ignition, a power trunk lid sedan only; wagon has a
standard power liftgate and, for the sedan and wagon, a hands-free feature that both opens and
closes the trunk or liftgate when you wave your foot under the rear bumper. Note that the Coupe
and Cabriolet are additionally eligible for a Sport package that throws in inch AMG wheels,
painted front brake calipers standard on E , the flat-bottomed steering wheel also standard on E
, multicontour front seats and aluminum pedals. The speed-freak E63 AMG sedan boasts
numerous AMG-developed components engine, transmission, adjustable suspension, steering,
brakes, exhaust, exterior and interior trim , inch wheels and sport seats with adjustable bolsters
and driver massage functions. It also comes standard with the contents of the Premium 1,
Lighting, Keyless Go and Parking Assist packages except for the surround-view camera, which

costs extra , along with heated rear seats optional on wagon and leather upholstery. The AMG
S-Model package optional on sedan, standard on wagon adds a limited-slip rear differential,
different inch wheels, even more power and red brake calipers. Any E63 can be outfitted with
carbon-ceramic brakes. Note that the AMG version of 4Matic sends more power to the rear
wheels -- 67 percent versus the usual 55 percent -- to facilitate performance driving. Every
E-Class, except for the E63, employs a seven-speed automatic transmission, and for , every
E-Class features shift paddles on the steering wheel. The E63's automatic has seven speeds as
well, but it uses a multiplate clutch pack instead of a torque converter for enhanced response
and control. Both transmissions come with an automatic stop-start function that turns off the
engine when the car stops to save fuel. Under the hood, the E Bluetec relies on a turbocharged
2. The E has a more traditional 3. This engine also powers the E Hybrid, but there is an
additional lithium-ion battery pack and an electric motor that contribute 27 hp and lb-ft of
torque. The E, by the way, can travel up to half a mile, and reach speeds up to 22 mph, on
electric power alone. The E goes big with a twin-turbocharged 4. These numbers would be even
more impressive were it not for the E63 AMG's twin-turbocharged 5. In terms of acceleration to
60 mph, Edmunds testing demonstrated that the E-Class runs the gamut from the E's
respectable 7. The best bang for the buck here comes from the understated E, a seriously fast
car that will rip off 5-second bursts for tens of thousands less than the AMG. The E-Class
comes standard with antilock disc brakes, stability control, front and front-side airbags, front
pelvic airbags, side curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag. Rear airbags are a stand-alone
option. The E-Class also introduces the next generation of Mercedes safety technologies,
including a revised driver-drowsiness monitor, front and rear collision-mitigation systems and
an updated Driver Assistance package with adaptive cruise control and a "Steering Assist"
feature that uses a stereoscopic camera to help keep you in your lane. Also included is the
mbrace telematics system, offering smartphone integration and Web-based apps that include
remote controls, driver monitoring and emergency services. The Cabriolet additionally features
automatic rollover hoops. All models are available with both a surround-view camera and an
automated parking system. In Edmunds brake testing, an E sedan with all-season tires came to
a stop from 60 mph in feet, an average performance. When tested with summer performance
tires, the E sedan stopped in just feet, while an E 4Matic wagon with summer tires stopped in
feet -- pretty impressive for a weighty family hauler. As one would expect, the E63 sedan's foot
stop is the shortest of the bunch feet for the E63 wagon , and that was without the optional
carbon-ceramic brakes. In government crash tests the Mercedes-Benz E-Class earned a rating
of four stars overall with four stars for frontal crash and five stars for side crash and rollover
tests. The Mercedes-Benz E-Class stakes out a sublime middle ground between comfort and
sport. There are both cushier cars and more athletic cars in the midsize luxury segment, but
none marries these traits as harmoniously as the Benz. Regardless of body style or engine, the
E-Class also provides that unique sense of solidity that has long set Mercedes vehicles apart.
It's a special car to drive. If there's a downside here, it involves the growing collection of
electronic driver aids, which certainly mean well but have the potential to interfere with driving
enjoyment. Fortunately, some can be turned off if you find them overly intrusive. You'll be
hard-pressed to distinguish the Mercedes-Benz E Bluetec from its six-cylinder E Bluetec
predecessor, as the diesel four-cylinder engine pulls with vigor from very low rpm. Its
soundtrack doesn't stir the soul, but neither is it loud nor immediately identifiable as a diesel.
For environmentally minded E-Class buyers, the E is a good way to go. As for the E63 AMG, the
addition of standard all-wheel drive this year means the subtraction of smoky burnouts from the
car's repertoire, but in every other way, AWD is big plus. Gone are those frequent moments in
the old car when you asked for power and got a blinking traction control light instead; now, you
simply put your foot down and prepare for takeoff. The extra power doesn't hurt, either,
although the E-Class AMG cars were already stupendously powerful a decade ago. The cabin of
the Mercedes-Benz E-Class looks almost identical to its predecessor at first glance, but there
are meaningful changes here. A revised "three-tube" gauge cluster adds visual interest, while
the gear selector on two-door models has been moved from the center console to the steering
column, leaving the E63 AMG as the only trim level with a shifter between the seats. A new
Mercedes-brand analog clock adds a touch of class to every E-Class dashboard. The three
available wood veneers range from warm to austere -- a nice no-cost opportunity to personalize
your Benz. As with every knob-based infotainment system, there's a learning curve, but we
generally prefer COMAND to rival systems due to its relatively simple menu structure. Its voice
command functionality is also first-rate. Each E-Class is relatively comfortable and spacious by
segment standards. The seats are firm, but offer impressive comfort and support for the long
haul -- especially the optional multicontour driver seat. The two-door and AMG models feature
snug front sport seats that capably hold you in place during aggressive driving. The backseat in

four-door models is pleasantly spacious, matching the BMW 5 Series for most hospitable in the
midsize luxury class. Two-door E-Classes lose a lot of rear passenger space, but you can still
squeeze two adults back there without too much hassle. The sedan's trunk measures an
average-plus The coupe drops to a still-commendable Notably, the E Hybrid sedan has the same
trunk capacity as any other E-Class sedan, as its lithium-ion battery pack is housed in the
engine bay rather than in a space-eating trunk location. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the E-Class. View Photos. Less involving to drive than many rivals despite
potent engine lineup. Vehicle overview. The Mercedes-Benz E-Class receives numerous styling
changes, including a streamlined front end. There are also interior tweaks, a new suite of safety
technologies and an auto stop-start system. On the diesel front, the four-cylinder E Bluetec
sedan replaces last year's V6-powered E Bluetec. Finally, a more powerful E63 AMG now
features standard all-wheel drive and an available S-Model package with more power still. Read
more. Sign Up. New options such as a surround view camera, full LED lighting, and an update
Driver Assistance package are also available. A new four-cylinder diesel engine replaces the
outgoing 3. E63 AMG models now gain a performance-tuned 4Matic all-wheel-drive system as
standard equipment. The Mercedes-Benz E-Class is a midsize luxury car sold in sedan, coupe,
convertible, and wagon body styles in rear- or all-wheel-drive configurations. All versions of the
E-Class come equipped with a seven-speed automatic transmission. Most E-Class sedans,
coupes, convertible, and wagons will come equipped with a 3. The E, which is available with the
sedan, coupe, and convertible body styles, is powered by a 4. The E Bluetec sedan , the most
fuel-efficient E-Class, is powered by a 2. The E hybrid sedan is also available for buyers looking
for a good combination of power and efficiency. It's powered by a 3. The more potent S-Model
comes with a hand-built 5. The sedans are available with a less-powerful version hp and lb-ft.
E63 AMG S-Model wagons are a unique breed, wrapping a highly capable performance machine
in a practical body style. Interior space is improved with more storage spaces because of the
repositioning of the gear shift lever with a column-mounted stalk. Technology remains cutting
edge in all E-Class models. A host of new safety features once available only on the full-size
S-Class trickle down to the rest of the range. Features such as Distronic Plus with Steering
Assist allow the car to follow other vehicles almost autonomously for a short time using a radar
and camera to scan the road ahead. The E-Class sedan and wagon have a four-star overall
safety rating from the NHTSA out of a possible five stars; the coupe and convertible have not
been tested. The E-Class blends performance and comfort, making it an easy car to live with on
a daily basis. Its interior is a pleasant place to be, and during a First Drive, we noted that
"there's plenty of metallic-finish trim to brighten up the swaths of black leather and good-quality
synthetic material that cover nearly everything. AMG variants of the E-Class are the most potent
performers with handling and power in spades, especially the E63 AMG S-Model sedan and
wagon, which come with the most aggressive suspension and engine tuning. While E-Class
coupes and convertibles provide good performance, the rough ride and noise of models with
inch wheels don't justify an improvement to handling that's barely noticeable. In a Coupe and
Cabriolet First Drive review , we said that the large wheel and summer tire combination causes
"smaller autobahn imperfections to make themselves known constantly" and "rode a touch on
the firm side. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual
transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this
figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Available diesel and hybrid powertrains Superb
performance on AMG variants Four available body styles. Expand All New for Key Competitors.
All Model Years A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?

Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced
with this vehicle. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. It had to be towed to dealer for repairs. This has happened twice.
Once it drained the battery. Once I caught it after a few hours, started the car, turned it back off
and then the lights dimmed like normal". Required replacing lower seat cover. Common
problem with this faux leather seat. Used second Key while on vacation and had to have new
key reprogrammed at local dealer with software provided from Germany". ECO system hides
when car still running. Left running overnight. Need to return to real keys. They said it was a
sensor that had to be replaced but I had to make an appointment almost 1 month later because I
needed a loner car, so they just turned the engine light off until I return next month. I took it into
the dealership and they had to issue a software update for the Benz that corrected the
problem". Only if I kept pressure on the stalk, would it blink. In other words, they do not move
smoothly across the windshield but rather in a jerky movement. The dealer has tried adjusting
them, putting on different wiper blades, and nothing has helped. The dealer finally conceded
that they had done all they could do. I took it to the dealer but it still leaks. I will be taking it back
in for service. Oddly, I have not got a leak yet in the rain or if I spray the car with a water hose".
By phone, dealer asked me to stop and waits 5-minutes and re-try. I did, and the car operated
normally. In addition, water leaks from the top-inside of the front windshield during moderate
rainfall. Dealer said he fixed it with a new part under warranty, but it is not fixed. Mercedes had
seen this before in some cars and was able to muffle the noise somewhat". I did not know the
source of the problem when I took it in. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel
controls, portable music device interface e. Since I have not been driving much the past several
weeks, I have not yet had a complete diagnosis of the problem,". As much as I like the car it's
hard to stomach repairing on a 6 year old car with less than miles. Sometimes when car is
started, it would not come on. Sometimes while in motion, it would go blank for a few minutes. It
was under warranty and repaired claiming it needed a software update. I use my smart phone
for GPS. It's quite annoying and somewhat embarrassing. It took several calls and a visit to the
dealer to re pair the phone to the car so that it reads the phonebook. Center console speaker
had electrical short". Smelled hot. It would stick in the up position. This was fixed under
warranty with a new actuator. Steering wheel moves up for easy exit and entry but when getting
in the vehicle it will not move staying in the awkward position". Antilock system ABS , parking
brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear.
It took three repair trips to get it fixed properly". Replaced 4 times in miles. Not due to my
driving. Recently inspected and serviced within 1, miles , dealer said new front brakes were
needed at 31, miles. Looks like this was a problem on this model, so MB has new pad and rotor
part. Lousy dealer help on the problem. I've learned to be very careful to not brake too hard. I've
done ZERO hard stops, and feel this should have been a warranty item. This resulted in a strong
pulsation during moderate to heavy braking. The brakes shuddered during moderate to heavy
breaking. Started at about miles. This has happened to 2 pairs of 3 pairs of rotors including the
OEM". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. They told me to turn off and then back on
again. Still the same. Tow would take two hours and I was at my son's school. I went to the
bathroom and tried again and it was okay. I drove home and made appointment. I had figured it
was a glitch. When I talked to MB after it was fixed under the extended warranty it was the rack
and pinion steering and I could have lost total control of the car. The previous owner had hit a
curb and damaged a wheel and caused the linkage problems. Not impressed! Vibration only
occurs during braking. Resolved by only using gentle braking for a period of time. Reticent to
perform hard braking in case warping reoccurs. Excessive wear on the inner side of tires due to

negative camber about 1. I was told the 30K miles I got on my last set was very good and is
probably as much as I should expect. Air pressure was correct. Paid for alignment. Too soon to
know if problem fixed". Had to replace tires at 20, miles". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Probably more of a dealer problem. I
have had to do this twice in 8 months. Now I back into parking spaces whenever possible to
avoid contact with curbing. There are no sensors for this". The dealer said the fix was to replace
the entire seat. It looks like the a spider web type pattern. Only emission part not under warranty
at the time. This required replacing the DEF heating and injection system, as well as the
regeneration section of the exhaust system. Flexible charge tube to inter-cooler for
turbocharger prematurely aged and cracked requiring replacement. Refer to last comment".
This cost nearly 4K in repair bills. Luckily they were included in my CPO warranty. However,
that warranty expires in two more years and I worry about having to pay for these unreliable
items out of my own pocket". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission.
Transmission SW needed an update, but was not obvious to the mechanic". The transmission
was replaced with a rebuilt one and the new one had this problem. The service technician really
had to dig to learn about the released SW up-date to fix this issue". At this time a message
would display on the instrument cluster saying the pre-safe system to deal with a collision was
inoperable. Obviously both issues were very disquieting and I immediately too k the car in for
service. The tech said they needed to update the transmission computers sof". Had to wait 3
days for part to arrive". Covered and fixed under warranty. Coupled with failure of intake valve
for climate system. Over one week at dealership to repair. Covered completely with extended 7
year, k mile warranty. The next day they returned my car with a new blower motor". There was
little air coming from the vents. I turned off the system for a couple of hours, and the problem
cleared. It appeared the evaporator coils had iced up, and leaving the system off allowed them
to clear. I have not been driving much since then and have not had a complete diagnosis of the
problem yet. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. They
had to remove the transmission and replace the component that controlled the shifting. Took 2
weeks due to parts ordering. Had loaner at no charge during the entire repair, so minimal
inconvenience. Was glad they found it, considering it was intermittent. Apparently the mercedes
warranty people took alot of time to OK each step!! JUST before my extended warranty expired,
I noticed the transmission was shifting 6 seconds after I came to a complete stop. The dealer
tried fixing the issue by replacing the driveshaft??? All costs were covered by the warranty.
They did not put in a new one even though is was under warranty. Also, had check engine light
as a result of sensor problems and this was fixed under warranty. Accessory belts and pulleys,
engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. The engine would shut down
and you could only drive about 10MPH. Took it in 3 times to fix it and it still worries me. Then
the Check Engine light came on. The car started to run very rough. Needed an updated Engine
Computer Fix. One or more cylinders were not firing. I just had a B Service and the dealership
wanted to charge me for the update. Have left it failed. It got progressively worse. Appears that
engine mounts have a tendency to fail in this vehicle. Engine mounts were replaced, which is an
expensive repair. Clunking and vibrations under acceleration, needed to replace all three
mounts. Certainly not worth saving a few dollars of fuel for the cost of the mounts. All three
were replaced although only one was fully collapsed. Engine smoothness had gradually
become coarse, fully fixed with new mounts. Both leaked oil yes I didn't realize an engine mount
had oil in it until the dealer explained it to me. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. Created significant noise. Secondarily it ruined front axles and front tires,
which were also replaced under warranty". The dealership had to replace the knuckle. Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Dealer fixed under warranty 2 months left.
Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. They were replaced at miles". I will not repair again as
out of warranty. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Car worked but shifted erratically due to air hose
being split and loss of power associated issue. Fixed at my convenience and in less than 2
hours. Hose was replaced and car runs fine. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel
you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Long a luxury
sedan benchmark, the E-Class places comfort, function and good reflexes above glitzy flash.

Passengers are treated to a plush ride, comfortable and supportive seats, as well as an
impeccably finished interior. Yet the driver's wants aren't neglected, with responsive handling,
taut body control and ample power from the E's hp V6. This car pampers and proves it can
dance as well. There are 8 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common
Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse
Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission
Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Body control module "Car would not start,
Car would not take a charge. Once I caught it after a few hours, started the car, turned it back off
and then the lights dimmed like normal" Rick V. Used second Key while on vacation and had to
have new key reprogrammed at local dealer with software provided from Germany" Richard S. I
took it into the dealership and they had to issue a software update for the Benz that corrected
the problem" Johnny R. Steering wheel moves up for easy exit and entry but when getting in the
vehicle it will not move staying in the awkward position" Teddy B. Parking brake "lt had a
defective parking brake actuator system which had to be replaced and I feel that caused the
rotors to overheat and need replacement but the dealer would not replace them under warranty"
Larry M. It took three repair trips to get it fixed properly" Kirk S. Too soon to know if problem
fixed" Gerard S. Loose exterior trim or moldings "Rear deck spoiler became loose and the
dealer was unable to correct it to my satisfaction though the fix was well documented on the
internet. There are no sensors for this" Malcolm-Donna W. Emission control devices includes
EGR "Turbo return hose. However, that warranty expires in two more years and I worry about
having to pay for these unreliable items out of my own pocket" Michael H. Rough shifting
"When transmission does not upshift properly, downshifts can be extremely rough" Lloyd H.
Transmission SW needed an update, but was not obvious to the mechanic" Michael H. The
service technician really had to dig to learn about the released SW up-date to fix this issue"
Michael H. The tech said they needed to update the transmission computers sof" Michael H.
Had to wait 3 days for part to arrive" Michael M. The next day they returned my car with a new
blower motor" Stephen E. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Had intermittent jerky shift
between 3rd and 4th gears. Differential "defective and replaced - twice. Cylinder head "The
cylinder coil malfunctioned? See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Acura TL.
Audi A6. BMW 5 Series. Buick LaCrosse. Cadillac CTS. Cadillac XTS. Lexus ES. Lexus GS.
Lincoln MKZ. Mercedes-Benz E-Class. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer
problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of
problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. An inaccurate vehicle location may
delay emergency responders, increasing the risk of injury. Read Recall Details. MBUSA is
recalling certain vehicles due to a software fault that may cause the date and time for the
emergency call system eCall to differ from the actual date and time, potentially relaying an
inaccurate vehicle location. What should you do:. MBUSA will also notify owners, and dealers
will check software for a successful OTA or update the communication module software as
needed, free of charge. The recall began December 23, MBUSA's number for this recall is
Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. An inflator explosion may result in
sharp metal fragments striking the passenger or other occupants resulting in serious injury or
death. MBUSA will notify owners, and dealers will replace the passenger frontal air bag module,
free of charge. The recall began March 29, If the driver air bag inadvertently deploys, it can
increase the risk of injury and a crash. The driver's air bag may unexpectedly deploy due to
insufficient grounding of the steering components if an electrostatic discharge occurs and the
air bag clockspring is broken. MBUSA will notify owners, and dealers will add sufficient
grounding to the steering components, free of charge. The recall began in December 6, If the air
bags do not deploy as intended in the event of a crash, there would be an increased risk of
injury in the event of a crash. Various control units on these vehicles may have been updated
with incorrect software, potentially affecting the correct deployment of the air bags in the event
of a crash. MBUSA will notify owners, and dealers will update software in the affected control
units, free of charge. The recall began April 21, If the control unit pins lose connection, there
would be a loss of electric power steering assist, increasing the risk of a crash. The increase in
pin contact resistance can also increase the risk of a fire, even while the vehicle is parked and
ignition is off. The affected vehicles use an electric power steering system that may have

improperly soldered contacts inside the control unit, potentially resulting in the power steering
system deactivating while driving. MBUSA will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
electric power steering control unit, free of charge. The recall began October 13, If the fuel feed
line has the incorrect flare fitting, the connection between the fuel hose and the fuel feed line
might develop a leak or may completely disconnect. Leaking fuel in the presence of an ignition
source increases the risk of a fire and if the fuel feed line disconnects, the vehicle would stall,
increasing the risk of a crash. The affected vehicles were built with a fuel feed line that has a
single flare fitting instead of a double flare fitting. MBUSA will notify owners, and dealers will
install the correct fuel line, free of charge. This recall began on January 11, Owners may contact
Mercedes-Benz customer service at If the rubber seal falls into the engine compartment, it may
contact parts of the exhaust system, increasing the risk of a fire. The affected vehicles have a
rubber seal at the back of the engine bay that ma
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y temporarily stick to the hood when it is opened and then may fall into the engine bay when
the hood is closed. MBUSA will notify owners, and dealers will attach four additional retaining
clips to the rubber seal, free of charge. The recall began March 6, Leaking oil may drip onto a
hot engine surface, increasing the risk of a fire. Additionally, the leaking oil may be a road
hazard for other vehicles, increasing the risk of a crash. In the affected vehicles, oil may leak
from around the chain tensioner gasket area. Mercedes will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the chain tensioner gasket, free of charge. The recall began on December 19, Owners
may contact Mercedes customer service at Mercedes' number for this recall is Show More.
Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

